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Institutional Alignment: the anniversary of Italy's 150 years of unity  

 

This paper introduces the concept of institutional alignment, intended as a contemporary 

convergence of several institutions (political, governmental, economical, clerical and media) to 

hegemonize legitimate knowledge and evaluation of certain issues. I argue that while on some 

topics institutional differences are tolerated or even encouraged, there are domains in which 

institutions are called upon to align themselves with regards to narrative style, use of lexicon, 

symbolic array and, most importantly, the diffusion of a homogeneous and approved truth. In 

Bourdieu's (1977: 166, 168) terms, there is an institutional attempt to extend “the field of doxa, of 

that which is taken for granted”, the universe of the undiscussed. Consequently, authorized options 

of discourse on such matters, are drastically reduced. In short, with regards to the events I examine 

in this article, institutions have little room to think, speak or act otherwise: legitimate dissent is 

suspended. 

Over the last years, institutional alignment was activated in Italy on various issues considered 

crucial to the ideological and economic preservation of the established order. In all instances 

discussed below institutions cross out differences and present a uniform stance: political positions 

which fall outside the legitimate and media presentation, are unilaterally and severely criticised; no 

confrontation with divergent views is accepted by institutions nor broadcasted by the media. First, 

the defence of the wars conducted by Italian armed forces under the guise of humanitarian 

intervention, especially during periods of patriotic mourning. When soldiers die, armed 

interventions may not be criticised in institutional circles. During army personnel's funerals, 

political and religious speeches, media coverage and newspapers tend to produce ritualised and 

highly standardised discourses in terms of style, contents and lexicon. Condemnation of armed 

intervention as imperialistic, economically-driven, unhelpful seldom finds room in institutional 

circles and when it does it is immediately labelled as inappropriate, damaging the unity of the 

nation and the support for i nostri ragazzi, our boys. Second, the backing to the construction of 

what in Italian are termed grandi opere, large public infrastructural projects. Opposition to such 

projects is invariably excluded from media coverage and insulted as romantic, extremist, 

unreasonable, against progress, individualistic (Not In My Back Yard, NIMBY). It is acceptable to 

discuss minor details of the undertaking but not its appropriateness: there is no legitimate room for 

a frank discussion on the environmental consequences, costs, and need of the venture. The 

widespread social opposition against the network of fast trains under construction across Europe, 

known in Italy as TAV, generated over the last decades, active protests, sabotage, mass 

demonstrations and clashes with police but has drawn very little institutional support. Third, the 
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condemnation of what is labelled “political violence”. This may comprehend minimal acts such as 

impolite slogans, a minor scuffle or contained destruction of property, for example the glass of a 

political party's office. In such circumstances all institutions rapidly and invariably express a 

solidarity which hardly admits any diversification of tone. The censure of the unlawful use of force 

also excludes that institutional exercise of coercion (the use of toxic gas against demonstrators, 

arrests, detention of immigrants) may be defined as violent. Finally, the shelter of measures said to 

generate “economic and financial stability”. The latter is presented as a collective benefit: the 

official version assumes that cutting public services and expanding taxation serves the interests of 

the social body as a whole and not those of banks and enterprises: institutions are seldom prepared 

to undergo a public debate on such presupposition. What can be discussed is the size and mode of 

the financial measures while institutional circles tolerate no debate on the negative consequences of 

economic growth, the benefits of defaulting debt repayment, and the political servitude to market 

and financial interests. 

In contemporary western democracies the institutional representation of these issues restricts dissent 

by activating soft censorship on media communication, by standardising legitimate speech in 

institutional settings (Parliament, schools, governmental documents) and diffusing crucial symbols. 

Contemporary western democracies have minimised the use of choreographic rituals but these are 

used regularly to reinforce institutional alignment: soldiers' funerals are marked by parades and 

symbolically charged institutional rhetoric; grandi opere are inaugurated through grandiose 

ceremonies and ecstatic speeches (cfr. Abélès 1990); the establishment's response to what is termed 

political violence often results in institutional demonstrations. The insistent evocation of 'unity' is a 

subtle way of discouraging discrepancies from the official line (cfr. Wilks 1999). Unsurprisingly, 

Italian institutional convergence is often evoked and conducted by the President of the Republic, an 

office conceived as the embodiment of national unity, above and beyond the dialectics between 

political parties and institutions, the guarantor of the comprehensive established organizational 

architecture. 

The focus of this paper is a recent event which generated a wide range of uniform institutional 

effervescence: the celebrations for the anniversary of Italy's 150 years of unity (1861-2011). Several 

events were initiated or promoted by the Parliament and the President of the Republic in association 

with various institutions. Senior politicians, established journalists and top-notched academics were 

nominated in the comitato interministeriale, inter-ministerial committee, and the comitato dei 

garanti, guarantors' committee of the 150° celebrations. Places of memories were selected to hold 

commemorative events almost invariably conducted by politicians, for example on the locus from 

which Garibaldi left to initiate what, in national history, is presented as the liberation of Southern 
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Italy from foreign rule, overlooking the enormous linguistic and cultural differences between 

regions in mid nineteenth-century Italy. An iconic re-elaboration of three national flags was 

approved as the official logo (1) (cfr. Klein 2000, 2009). The flag, principal symbol of national 

unity, largely ignored in Italians' ordinary experience, became a crucial feature of several 

institutional celebrations: it was associated to most gadgets and projected on monuments for the 

serata tricolore, flag night, on 17 March, the official date of unification (2). The flag was at times 

accompanied by the stylistic icon of geographical Italy (cfr. Anderson 1991). On a municipal scale, 

local administrations, led by the mayors, organised events involving the parish priest, army veterans 

and the associations of partigiani, the anti-fascist liberation brigades active at the end of world war 

II (3, 4). On such occasions, even the vehemently separatist political party, the Lega Nord, which 

continuously signals its staunch anti-Italian stance, assumed a very low profile, marked by absences 

rather than open anti-national demonstrations. 

Events promoted by political institutions comprehended historical conferences, publications, 

exhibitions, the opening of museums, drawing the academic world in a process often aimed at 

combining a selective, patriotic historical narrative with a ritual and symbolic nationalistic 

exposure. The 150°'s historical production was characterised by an extensive use of icons, largely 

centred on few, male celebrated nation-builders (Garibaldi, Cavour and the king Vittorio Emanuele 

II, 5) and the exclusive focus on the nation's success, morality, progress and increased well-being. 

What is recalled most frequently is the Risorgimento, which could be translated as “the (new) 

upraise” with reference to the 19th-century century military and political process which led to 

Italy's unification; the drafting of the constitution; the industrial and infrastructural modernization. 

The critical scrutiny of national history was largely impeded by media suppression and cleansing of 

selective dramatic moments of the Italian past: the institutional alignment of the 150° systematically 

omitted an appraisal of colonialism and fascism during monarchic Italy; of political patronage and 

institutional fraud in the republican period; of cultural heterogeneity and class conflict throughout 

Italian history. 

Governmental institutions orchestrated with the media the promotion of the 150° events. RAI, the 

state-owned three TV channels and three radio stations, elaborated a project aimed at “narrating the 

identities and transformations of our Country beginning with the great adventure of Risorgimento, 

an adventure of men, women, and youth animated by ideals and projects for the future. This is a 

crucial achievement to raise RAI as a common good of Italy and the Italians”.
1
 The backing of the 

institutional promotion of the event by the media is well illustrated by the programs of RAI on the 

                                                 
1 www.italia150.rai.it 
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17 March 2011. Public TV stations broadcasted the President of the Republic's ceremonial tour of 

the capital: the deposition of a wreath at the Monument of the Unknown Soldier; the homage paid 

to the grave of Vittorio Emanuele II (overlooking with nonchalance the distinction between 

monarchic and republican institutions); the inauguration of the Park of the Heroes; the visit to the 

newly inaugurated Museum of Porta San Pancrazio centred on the events of the Risorgimento; the 

Mass held by cardinal Bagnasco who blessed Italy and called for the Virgin Mary's protection; the 

speech of the President of the Republic in Parliament (6); and finally Verdi's Nabucco. Berlusconi's 

privately-owned Mediaset TV channels, on the 17 March, enriched the usual logo with the Italian 

flag. All major newspapers advertised institutionally promoted happenings and adhered to the 

dominant symbols (7). In 2011 several numbers of the enormously popular Walt Disney's weekly 

comics Topolino, Mickey Mouse, dispensed national historical pills, arose patriotic emotions and 

promoted institutional events.
2
 The postal service issued a stamp with Garibaldi and his wife Anita 

(in the back ground, 8). On the 17 March the national anthem was played throughout the day in 

Rome's Fiumicino airport. On a smaller scale, libraries promoted the best novels of the last 150 

years. 

Several firms used the anniversary to sponsor their products. The 150° branding generated a vast 

number of initiatives by private enterprises which often converged in contents and style. The 

marketing of products, simplified and distilled in icons, the festive institutional messages obtained 

by applying minimal and choreographic changes to the products' basic model. The flag's colours, a 

symbol (often 150°) and, optionally, a few words have normally been sufficient to construct an 

anniversary product. Such logo was applied to a wide range of goods, branded for the occasion, 

such as cars (9), watches, prams (10), bags, various alcoholic drinks, key-holders, fridges (11), 

Italy's google home page, salad in plastic containers (12), scooters (13), sweets (14). Panini, the 

famous producer of trading cards for children, collaborated with several political, financial cultural 

and military institutions to launch an exhibition and a new line of miniatures sculptures The soldiers 

which made Italy with the slogan Even though we are great heroes, we fit in a box. The Gambero 

Rosso, a magazine which sponsors slow food, and Coldiretti, an agrarian union, promoted foods 

said to best represent Italian history.
3
 Similarly, an exhibition Copyright Italia. 

Brevetti/Marchi/Prodotti 1948-1970 displayed a selection of Italy's more successful industrial 

products. Some firms pledged an even broader and more intimate alignment to the 150°'s discourse. 

Enel, the influential and once-monopolistic public distributor of electricity, celebrated the 

                                                 

2 Topolino n. 2886 

3 gasavigliana.blogspot.com 
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anniversary by placing flags in regional offices, paying for a TV advertisement on national 

television, to be broadcasted only on the crucial 17 March “to celebrate the energy of the Italians, 

and the pride for their eternal virtues, a spot aiming at increasing trust in our Country, spreading  

optimism”; organizing an exhibition From the beginning to the development of electricity: the 

Country Illuminated; and finally opening its archives.
4
 

Institutional alignment constructs a uniform message on the importance, values and  goodness of 

the event which is disseminated through various academic, political, media, educational, military 

and commercial institutions. The social effect of this convergent institutional proposal, that clearly 

and explicitly aims at imposing a hegemonic reading of the event, is less easily evaluated. The 150° 

was largely an institutional happening which activated limited social support: seldom were 

celebrations organised by what is termed civil society. Mass gatherings and demonstrations, over 

the last years have seen a drastic switch from events promoted by institutions such as parties, local 

administrations, government, unions to gatherings initiated and managed by minor institutions or 

from the direct action of society (Boni 2011). The initiatives for the 150° confirmed the feeble 

attendance to the ritually and symbolically charged ceremonies promoted by politicians, even 

though some events, such as the exhibition on Vittorio Emanuele II. The gentleman king, witnessed 

a satisfactory presence.
5
 Web sites were opened to re-evaluate, from a patriotic angle, the history of 

the nation.
6
 A Facebook group promoted with little success the diffusion of cockades Coccardiamo 

l’Italia (15). The distribution of flag was especially noteworthy in Turin, the first Italian capital, 

where a newspaper  supported by  the mayor offered the flag at the price of one euro and the local 

administration used it to adorn streets and public buildings. The 150° was used to characterize 

events that occur annually or periodically such as the end of year school recitals; the bruscello, a 

music festival with a medieval flavour held in some towns in Tuscany; and the gathering of the 

alpini, the army's mountain troops. 

Hegemony is always partial (Scott 1990). For some Italians outside institutions or in marginal  

positions, the 150° celebrations were  an occasion to manifest dissent and signal the distance from 

prominent discourses and values: objections were largely channelled on the internet and expressed 

in occasional breaches to the standard media coverage of the event. Many non-institutional websites 

have remembered the marginalisation, humiliation and violence underwent by southern Italians in 

the late nineteenth century. Thousands of soldiers who had fought to preserve the  independence of 

                                                 

4  Roma, 16 marzo 2011 – La storia dell’energia elettrica e la storia di Enel si inseriscono e 

accompagnano i 150 anni di storia d’Italia. 

5  Adnkronos, Rome 4h  August 

6  www.risorgitalia.it 
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the South were imprisoned and condemned to death. Large sectors of the population opposed the 

fiscal and recruitment policies of the unitary state through a durable informal armed opposition: 

they were labelled briganti, bandits, and they were  massacred in what was an unrecognised civil 

war. The carnage of Pontelandolfo (16) in 1861 when the Italian army, after having raped women, 

killed hundreds and burnt the village in retaliation for the killing of 45 soldiers conducted by 

peasants and briganti was recalled. Some historians and some fragments of popular discourse have 

held that the underdevelopment of southern Italy was exacerbated, if not generated, by its inclusion 

in the new State. Anarchists published leaflets to remember the shelling and death of hundreds of 

demonstrators protesting against the rise in the cost of bread (Milan 1898), and the consequent 

assassination of the king for  rewarding the general who had conducted the slaughter (17).  

Key national symbols became an issue of contention. Some of the spreading anti-institutional 

protests used the national flag to manifest their anger against the Parliament. The famous comedian 

Roberto Benigni used the stage of Italy's best known music festival in Sanremo to turn what was 

supposed to be an historical lecture on the national anthem's history into an accusation against the 

moral decay of the current political establishment in comparison to Italy's noble founders. 

Bourdieu (1977: 169) holds that a crucial political tension lies in the range of public discourse: the 

dominant classes have a vested interest in “pushing back the limits of  doxa and exposing the 

arbitrariness of the taken for granted; the dominant classes have an interest in defending the 

integrity of doxa”. The imposition of a uniform understanding of events, promoted homogeneously 

by all powerful institutions, aims at enlarging the doxa, the universe of the undisputed. By imposing 

severe canons of acceptable representation in television, Parliament and schools, heterodox speech 

is marginalised and critical public scrutiny inhibited: the polyphony of public representation is 

threatened without the need to activate explicit censorship. In the forms here illustrated institutional 

alignment is typical of contemporary western democracies. These are presented as the model of 

political freedom and equality but are characterised by an evident and unprecedented unbalance in 

the capacity to diffuse information: few powerful elaborators and broadcasters have a crucial impact 

in moulding the tastes, pleasures and beliefs of passive receivers, citizens treated as media targets. 

On issues characterised by an intense institutional alignment a wide range of monopolistic and 

authoritative organizations  promote a single truth. Nevertheless, patriotic apathy, disapproval of 

military violence, radical demonstrations and economic distrust are spreading regardless of the 

force of the combined institutional alignment in promoting patriotic historical narratives, 

humanitarian wars, the monopoly of legitimate violence by the state, and increased support for 

financial and economic enterprises. The protests spreading around Europe substantiate the weakness 

of contemporary institutional alignment. What was largely taken for granted begins to be 
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questioned. 
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